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3.1 INTRODUCTION :

Ferrites are semiconductors by nature. The room
-3

temperature resitivity can vary from 10 ohm-cm to 

10 ohm-cm.

In Fe 3O4 low resistivity is observed due to the 

presence of Fe +2 and Feions in the crystallographica1ly 

equivalent sitesJl^Due to their high resistivity the 

■ferrites find preference over metals and alloyes in high 

frequency operation, which exihibit large eddy current 

losses. The studies on conductivity furnish a useful data 

from the application point of view and also in understanding 

the mechanism of conduction. Conduction in Ferrites is

attributed to hopping process, which obeys the law <2, = ^>0
- E/KT (2)

Exp Where E is activation energy. Komar etal have

observed breaks or discontinuities in log Vs 1/r plots for

many ferrites. This discontinuity occurs* near curie

temperature and segments represent different conduction

mechanisms. Anamoulous results showing different values of
(3) 14)

resistivity were observed in Ni Ferrite Van Uletret has 

observed the marked changes in resitivities of the same 

sample at room temperature before and after the grinding of 

surfaces in Ni-Zn ferrite.

He attributed this change to Zn which .voltalizes
xn

during heat treatment and encourage the formation of Fe 

ion-' on the surface. Due to this NiZn ferrite shows low
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resistance before grinding the surface. Koops ^ has studied 

variation of resistivity ind dielectric constant with 

frequency. He found that the resistivity and dielectric 

constant fall by large amount at higher frequencies in 

inhomogenous materials.

The conduction mechanism in ferrites is due to 

exchange of electron from Fe to Fe in the same ( 

(octahedral lattices } lattice. This requires little energy 

to move an electron under the influence of electric field 

these extra electrons can be considered to constitute the 

conduction current by hopping from one site to the other. 

Recently Klinger^has reviewed the conduction mechanism in 

ferrites. He stated that hopping of polarons is the main 

conduction mechanism in ferrites. He has suggested two phase 

mechanism for hopping of polarons.

Contributions to resistifity of materials are from 

cation distribution^crystal structure, porosity, grain size, 

impurity inclusions, chemical or oxidation states and other 

unknown and known scattering mechanisms.

(7)
Jefferson has studied the conductinity and Seeback constant

(8)
for Cu containing ferrites Rezlesal et.al have measured

the electrical and magnetic properties of Cu containing
(9)

ferrites and obtained cation distribution. Parker * eta! 

have measured resistivity of non stoichometric Zn and Ni 

ferrite and observed discontinuities in the resistivity 

plots. The observed temperatures of these discontinuities are 

lower and lower than the curie temperatures for more and more
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iron content, Ahmad eta 1 have observed the discripancies
in the theoratical and observed results. They measured the
temperature dependance of electrical conductivity, Hall
effect and thermoelectr ic power of Cu-Zn Ferrites and
interpreted the results on basis hopping of small radius
polarons Domain Wall resonance in Cu containing ferrites has 

* (11)been studied by jjt'inifasan and he has attributed this 
reasonance to hopping process.

In this chapter review of the conduction mechanism in 
oxides and ferrites and polaron theory are briefly discussed.
The resistivity and magnetisation in iron rich ferrites is 

also dealt with. Measurements on temperature dependence of 
resistivity have beer! carried out. The curie temperature are 
also observed. The results are discused and interpreted in 
terms of the present theoretical models.

3.2 CONDUCTION_MECHAN ISM :

In general oxide crystal structures may be 
conveniently regarded in term of lattice of oxygen ions and 
relatively small metal ions occupying the interstices. 
Although the bonding in t,ie transition metal oxides is 
predominantly ionic, the electrical conductivity tends to be 
decided by the electron with d-1 ike wave functions and most 
probably the Impurity states.

In the elements of first transition series, the 3d
levels are being systematically filled from Sc to Ni. In the 
crystalline field of a solid the levels are spilt into a
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triplet and a doublet. The triplet or t^^states lie fre4#w

below the doublet or eg states in oxides with rock sa't

structure. These oxides then be expected to be metallic
conducter at least above antiferromagnetic temperature^elow

the Neel temperature the exchange forces could give rise to

further splitting of 3d band. The oxidies however be-.have

as semiconductor „at all temperature and have intrinsic

activation energies in excess of those which would be

accounted for by exchange splitting. From this it is evidert
SYijucKiarc.

that descriptions in terms of conventional band -WHfWi y fails 

to account for the electrical transport properties.

3.2 a CONDUCTION IN OXIDES :

For an oxide of composition ri° the activation of a 

conduction electron may be represented by

n-2 +2 n-2 +2 n-2 n-2 0 m 0 m 0 >■"— 0 + 1 n-2 +3 n-2 | / o nM 0 m 0 ...L..13.IJ

+ 3 -1 ^
The energy needed for the relation of ion pa»H M and M 

corresponds to a gap in the density of states.

The following terms are contributing to the
Energy

activation^which arises from an electron correlation effect, 

i) The difference between ionisation energy and the
i O

electron affinity of the free M ion.

i i) The difference in modelung energy of the two 

configurations shown in eqn.(3.1).



iii)The difference in crystal field stabilisation of the
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above configuration.

iv) Energies of the polarisation of the surrounding crystal 

lattice.

3.2 b MIXED_VALANCE_AND_CONTROLLED_VALANCY_SEMICONDUCTI0N_:

A relatively good conductivity in ionic compounds 

with an appreciable concentration of metal ions in two
cs)

valence states was first investigated by de Bore and Verwey
oUfcr(13) for magnetic Magnetite has 1/3 of metal ions m*

tetrachedral sites and 2/3 on octahedral sites. The
+2 +3octahedral site contain equal number of Fe and Fe which

are randomly distributed above a disorder temperature 119 K.

Charge transport occurs by transfer of electrons between 
cjLXvaJfcwf osr\ct
c*l11ut wTttl trivalent iron ions. The proces differs from one 

represented in eqn.(3.1) and energy term (iv) polarisation 

effect is only present. The overlap between ^the 3d like 

wave functions of nearest neighbour cations is sufficient to 

give rise to almost metallic type conduction.

3.2 C CONDUCTION_IN_FERRIT|S :

This above mechanism of electron transport does not 

apply to other simple ferrites where all Fe ions are 

trivalent. Transport may then be represented by

M+2 0"2 Fe+3 r Me + 3 0*2 Fe+2+ Eg i*---- -=~-( 3.2 )

Where Eg , the activation energy may reflect the difference
+3 +Tbetween third ionisation potential of Fe and M ions in



C^and predicted qualitatively the mechanism stated above.

Ionic state of the cations 

some insight into the effect of 

properties.

in a ionic crystal gives 

impurities on electrical

In so far as the ionisation potential of 0 ion is 

the dominant term. Substitution upto 1% or so of the cations 

of another element of the same valency should have little 

effect upon the conductivity. If the dopant has higher 

valency it will contribute donor centers, if it has lower 

valency it will provide acceptor centers.

Analogous considerations may apply to cations of 

mixed valency in ferrites which result from a departure from
ti

the ideal metal to oxygen ratio. An oxygen ion vacancy will 

contribute two extra electrons to the 3d band. If these extra 

charges are detached from their vacancies by thermal 

agitation n-type conductivity is induced in oxygen qxcess 

materials. Some oxides are very difficult to prepare 

homogenously with a stoichiometric anion to cation ration. 

Extrinsic semiconduction may then prevail throughout the 

temperature region amenable to electrical measurments. In 

such cases it may still be possible to the activation

energy of intrinsic conduction samples from which extrinsic 

effects have ben supressed by introduction of compehScuHOhS



impurities.
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This was first demonstrated by Van ITitred ^^in Ni Fe^ 
0^ by replacing 1 to 2% Fe by Mn 0r Co, Electrons donated by 
oxygen vacancies will fill the impurity levels in preference 
to iron conduction levels. Mixed valency state will be 
confined to the impurity element if its local concentration 
exceeds twice that of oxygen vacancies. This technique is 
based on the assumption that impurity band conduction is 
absent and the allowed impurity concentrations indicate that 
the cation wave fanctions do not extend significantly beyond 
nearest neighbour distance in the B lattice. Electrons and 
holes are known to move by therwally activated hopping 
mechanism except for pseudometa11ic composition region close 
to magnetite.

3.3 CONDUCTIVITY

Imperfection in lattice will result in a spectrum of 
donor and acceptor levels with in the energy gap. Total 
number of such levels may be very small compared to No, where 
No are metal ions and have little effect on electrical 
conductivity in the intrinsic region,but affets the low 
temperature properties. I£ is general feature of 
semiconductors at suffiiently* low temperatures the electrical 
transport properties have a complicated dependance on T which 
is determined by structural defects and impurities.



The conductivity can then be written as 81
<*“= e ( n -M-j + p Mz ) . . . . . . (3.4)

and -Ui.are mobilities of electrons and holes,n and p are 
the concentration of mobile electron and hole.

Activation energy does not provide much insight as 
the conduction mechanism because temp, erature dependent 
hopping mechanism and activation of electrons into the 
conduction levels are of the same. Form indistinguishable 
included in the activation energy found out experimentally.

3.4 IHERMgELECTRIC_POWER :

Studies on thermoelectric power provides a method to 
separate the contribution to activation energy E in the 
expression (3.5).

<r= -2- exp ( ) ...... ( 3.5 )

For the electrical conductivity assuming the 
schematic hand structure mode) for the oxide semiconductors, 
the phenomenological relation between the jJeltier coefficient 
and iTeebeck coefficient together with the equation of 
electrical conductivity in terms of carrier concentration and 
their mobality gives the relations.

eQ = -K in ( NoVn ) For n type . ... (3.6)
eQ = +K in (NoVp ) 1 For p type ...... ( 3.7)

Such a study establishes the density of charge carriers and 

'S' o bHf |-y ^



with the electrical conductivity measurments.

3.5 D.-C'w CONDUCTIVITY CELL :
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The cell for the measurment of D.C. conductivity 
consisted of two silver discs about 1cm in diameter and 0.5mm 
in thickness electrically connected to silver wires. The 
pellet was placed between these two siliver discs and the 
assembly was held between two thick brass cylinders fixed to 
porcelin discs. These discs were tightly held by three screws 
symetrically situated along their periferies to ensure uniform 
pressure and good electrical contact between silver discs and 
the pellet.

The conductivity cell, Thus prepared was placed in 
temperature regulated furnace. A chromel-alumel thermocouple 
was used along with a digital multimeter of least count 0>1 
mv to measure the temperature accurately

The experimental arrangement and circuit dig. are 
shown in plate(A)and in Fig 3.1 respectively.

Sy3IE_IEMPERAIURE_DEIERMINATI0N :
Experimental arragement and schametic diagram for

i

determination of curie temperature is shown in plate B & 
Fig(3.2) . For the determination of curie temperature the
ferrite sample was kept in a copper pan suspended with the 
help of a steel spring in a vertical muffle furnace, the
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I /
\ V

P - Pellet
B Bi dbs electrode 
C- Connection lead

Sample holder and circuit diagram for electrical 
resistivity and switching •

, Fig.3-1

jn
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Fig. 3*2
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(31)spring was located outside the furnace, A mild steel rod 

with diameter slightly less than the diameter of furnace was 

introduced in the furnace from the lower end which form the 

core of an electromagnet. The distance between upper end of 

the rod and lower end of the pan was adjusted less than half 

centimeter.

87

The mild steel rod was magnetised by passing 3-4 

amps., fcurent through the coil of 2000 turns of copper wire, 

wound on its lower end, A copper pointer was fixed to the 

spring to complete electrical circuit when the sample touches 

magnetic pole. The test sample remained in contact with the 

magnet till curie temperature was attained. As soon as curie 

temperature was crossed, there was break . in the continuity 

of the circuit and the temperature was measured immediately 

with the help of digital mi 1 ivoltmeter,which was kept near 

and connected to thermocouple. The error in the measurment of 

curie temperature was kept minimum.

3.6 RESULI_AND_DISCUSSION :

In Fig. (3.3 to 3.10) etc. variation of Log ^
i nsVs for the slow cooled and quenched sample ofCuxCo-j_-x

Fe£04 is shown. It is seen that there are two break s
C2-)

giving rise to three regions. Komar etal have observed breaks 

or discontinuities in logC, .Vs 1/T plots for many ferrites. 

This discontinuity occurs near curie temperature and
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3.6 ‘ , RESULT_AND_DISCUSSION :
* i
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i ;This .discontinuity occurs near curie temperature and
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In Fig. (3.3 to 3.10) etc. variation of Log ^
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Fe^O^ is shown. It is seen that there are two break s
, , . C2-)giving rise to three regions. Komar etal have observed breaks

or discontinuities in log<2, .Vs l/j plots for many ferrites.
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segamentsAdifferent conduction mechanisms Verwey etal have 

observed this type of discontinuities in Mn Ni ferrites and 

that these discontinuities shifted towards higher 

temperatures where Mn content increases. They observed high 

activation energy of materials to be due to high resistivity
I 1 C \

at room temperature. Romejin1 ' has observed such 

discontinuities in Mrvj 0^ and Fe^ 0^ at low temperature, He 

observed thermal hysterisis in the neighbourhood of 

transition of Mn^.

The activation energy for different conduction 

process <=>es have been calculated using the relation.

^ exp ( ^E/Kt ) ........... (3.8)

The detectable changes in the slope indicate the 

change in activation energy The temperatures indicated 

arrow^ Where the change occurs nearly coinside with the curie 

temperature.

The first break is observed at low temperature which 
separates region I and region II. GHANI^7^ etal, have 

observed such break,es in Cu Ni ferrite and Cl inton for Ni 

ferrite.

It is assumed that Cu-ferrite sampes are partly 

compensated„This means that besides the donor centers in the



lattice of the ferrite there are acceptor centers. The

formation of both types of centers arises from the loss of

oxygen during the sintering process. For change compensation

a part of Fe^ + ions transforms to Fe^+ ions. The Fe^+ ions

acts as donor centers. Additionally the loss of oxygen may

cause a part of cations to occupy interstitial sites. These

interstitial cations act as acceptor centers and P-carrier
(19)may be identified as holes on oxygen ions O'

Copper ferrite shows a remarkable variation in its

magnetic properties depending critically on the thermal

history ^°Vhis is attributed to the distribution of Cu+^and 
+3Fe among the two non-equivalent sites, tetrahedral (A) and

octahedra (B) provided by the spinel structure. It is well

known that slowly cooled coper ferrite has tetragonal
deformed spinel structure at room temperature, ^Snock ^Hnd

Bertaut^^ reported that CuFe,0^ is cubic above 76Qcc, but

©Hflishl and ttlyahara^^ found however,the temperature of the

transition from tetragonal to cubic structure to be 360°c. 
(24)Rosenberg' etal found that the transition of the tetragonal

to the cubic phase for the slowly cooled composition is 
o (25)175 c. Also Awad and Ahmad studied this transition and 

their results indicated a transition occuring at about 257ec. 

This transition phenomena affect the magnetic thermal and 

electrical properties of CuFejO^ .

This change in the conduction can be attributed to 

tetragonal-to-cubic phase change that occurs in CuFe>0^ .



In taole No.(land 2) data on activation energy, and 
curie temperature, are given for the slow-cooled as well as 
quenched samples.

97

In fig { 3.11, 3.1$) compositional variation of
fi

activation energy ae is shown for slow cooled as well as the 
quenchedsample. The activation energy is minimum 
corresponding to 40% copper. However this change is more 
appreciable in the quenched samples.

In fig.(3.13) the compositional variation of curie 
temperature is shown. It is seen that there is no appreciable 
change in 7c on quenching, however as the content of Cu is 
increased the Tc values show decreasing trend.

The conduction mechanism in ferrites is due to
I

exchange of electron from Fe+^ to r +2 ,Fe in the same (
octahedral lattices) lattice. This requires little energy to 
move and electron under the •.(.influence of electric field 
these extra electrons can be considered to constitute the 
conduction current by hopping from one site to the other . 
Recentely ](1 ir.ger has reveiewed the , conduct ion mechanism in 
ferrites. He stated that hooping of polarons is the main 
conductionmechanism in ferrites. He has suggested two phase 
mechanism for hooping., of polarons.
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It is reported that for the values of in the range
+\ _ * 1-3

of 0.2ev lead to usual hoping of electron of the form Fe Fe 

Our values of E are far in c'lxcess of this value suggesting 

that the conductivity in our ferrite both at low and high 

temperature is governed by hopping process of Polaron.

Another co-relation may also play a role in

determining the mechanism of charge transport. The

electrostatic interaction between a conduction electron or hole and near

by ions may result in a displacement of the latter and hence

in polarisation of the surrounding region. So the carrier

becomes situated at the center of the polarisation potential

well.' 1 If this well is deep enough a carrier may

be trapped at a lattice site and its translation to a

neighbouring site may be determined by thermal activation.

This has been described by hopping mechanism. That electron
nrnSQv outfox

takes part in a d«i f Pvj lu 11 process by jumps from one lattice 

site to another. The thermal activation process is encountered 

in ionic diffiusion and ionic conductivity.

103

The following expression for mobility can be written.

Where d
r
q

p
ed ^ exp H

= distance between nearest neighbours 
= Frequency of Vibration 
= activation energy for hipping process.

(3.9)

This has been used by many authors in discussion of 

conductivity with the development of Polaron theory it has 

become evident that equation (3.9) represents a special case 

of much more complicated relationship between mobi1ity^and a 

parameter of ionic lattice.

For relastic model for the calculation of mobility a 
knowledge of approximate spatial extent of the potential well
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is required. If the potential well extends over many lattice 
units in the crystal, the excess charge may be considered to 
interact with a dielectric continum and this model has been 
employed by Frohlich to Formulation interaction ' KamiItonian 
for large Polarons. He gave the Parameter known as
eletron-Phono ^coupling constant for the discussion of
Polarons, . - ■ . For small Polarons the well is confined
to a volume comparable to the ionic volume. It is self
evident for small Polaron the interaction between the
individual near neighbour ion$ is important. The actual 
Polaron size can be inferred from consideration of the free 
energy. Small Polaron formulation is favoured in solids 
which combine a large coupling constant with a narrow
conduction band.

At sufficiently low temperature a small Polaron 
should behave as particle moving in a very narrow band. At 
high temperatures small Polaron motion may result from the 
absorption of one or more phonons and this process is 
essentially the hopping mechanism. If the time of tunnelling
of the excess change from one ion to the next is less, that
the time T between successive hopping transitions, small 
polaron conduction will be dominant transport mechanishm. 
There is strong experimental evidence for the existance of 
small polarons and for the hopping process.

From the values of in the region II it can be 
concluded that the conduction mechanism is due to hopping of



polaron because value are inexcess of 0.2 ev.

The break which separates region II and III nearely 
coins ides with the ferrimagnet ic curie temperature for the 
ferrites. This break also indicates that the conduction 
mechanism changes because of the transition from 
ferrimagnetic to paramagnetic transition.

On addition of copper curie temperatures are lowered 
this is expected because a more magnetic cobalt ion is 
replaced by less magnetic copper ion the reduction in the 
curie temperature indicates reduction in the A-B interaction. 
This fact is also corroborated by the observation of 
reduction in the magnetisation due to addition copper in the 
mixed system.

The trend exihibited by the quenched sample is also 
similar in the regions I,II,III as far as the conductivity 
variations with temperature are consulted. However there is a 
considerable increase in the values of AE in the quenched 
samples indicating that more impedence to the hopping of the 
polarons is offered by the quenched samples. This can be 
correlated with the cation distribution obtained on the basis 
Gilleo's formula.

It is seen that there is more migration of copper 
from B-site' to A-site on quenching. This means the



4* 2 Hh 1contribution to the conductivity from Cu Cu is reduced
4*2 4*while the contribution to the resistivity from Fe Fe

is increased the net result is increase in the resistivity on 
quenching. Thus it is the reduction in the content of Cu 
ions on B-site that leads to increase in AE due to increase 
in the impedence offered to polaron hopping.

On quenching the curie temperature in the mixed 
CuCoFe2 system have shown increase. This is in one to one 
correspondence with the increase in the magnetisation 
observed on quenching. Thus on quenching the A-B interaction 
are strengthened which can be related to more migration of Cu 
ions to A-site leading to increase of magnetisation of 
B-site.

In figure (3.14, 3.15) compositional variation of 
resistivity at various temperatures for the slow cooled and 
quenched (80Qpc) sample is shown. It is seen that on 
addition of Cu upto 60% the resistivity increases while 
further addition of copper decreases the resistivity similar 
trend is exihibited by the quenched samples except that the 
resitivity has increased on quenching. These behaviour may be 
due to cation migration.

The conductivity of ferrites presents many 
complexities. The interpretation of D.C. resitivity in 
polycrystalline material becomes rather involved,due to the 
presence of grain boundries, giving rise to additional
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10.9
scattering. The cation or anion vacancies may be responsible
for acceptor and donor levels and number of charge carriers
may remain uncertain in a ferrite sample especially 3 Uhen it
has undergone a unique heat treatment. This presents
additional complexities from the point of view of
interpretation of d.c. conductivity data. Besides anion or
cation vacancies may also contribute a component of ionic
conductivity to the D.C.conductivity of the samplel^7Various
conduction mechanisms based on different models for the donor

(27-30)levels have been given by different workers. '
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